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Abstract. Formal verification of software is a perennial problem and an 
inclusion to formal verification challenges is AOP (Aspect Oriented programs). 
Likewise, several contrary formal verification approaches exist for OOP 
(Object Oriented programs) but unable to deliver same robustness for AOP 
verification and also the proposed approaches to verify AOP seem to be less 
effective because of their adoptability for large systems. Although we believe 
that the potential solution would be to choose best existing formal methods for 
formal verification of AOP to avoid unnecessary additions and modifications in 
current state of the art. This paper gives a thorough survey of the existing work. 
The paper presents a holistic framework for formal verification of AOP by 
formally specifying aspects and classes, autonomously. Then the obtained 
specifications are integrated to get filtered definition of the AOP, i.e., merging 
the aspect specification with the class specification to preserve execution order 
of an AO program. Besides, to verify augmented system, the derivation of 
classes through de-compilation from compiled AOP is attained for generating 
their corresponding formal specifications. Former and latter generated formal 
specifications are compared to analyze the intended and exotic behavior of 
aspects. This helps us to ensure that the actual behavior of the system is 
according to the one specified. Additionally, our approach helps to identify 
ambiguities and contradictions present in the compiled AOP, and allows to 
eliminate them. We use Object-Z to write classes and propose our own 
notations and constructs for describing aspects and for formulating filtered 
formal specification of classes and aspects using the notion of filters from 
RTOZ (Real Time Object-Z∗). A possible tool support realizes the automation 
process of the framework.  
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1   Introduction 

Aspect-Oriented Paradigm (AOP) promises to deliver robust software 
modularization and reusability. In this regard, AOP [11], [15] presents an acceptable 
solution to code scattering and tangling as it focuses on separation of concerns to 
avoid these troubles by treating core and crosscutting concerns separately at design 
level. The implementation of core concerns is language independent, while 
crosscutting concerns are written using any aspect based language, e.g., AspectJ [18], 
AspectC++ [17], etc. The main constructs in AOP are join points, pointcuts, advices, 
introductions, and aspects. An aspect represents a crosscutting concern and is weaved 
with one or more core concerns. The aspect code observes the base program and when 
certain pointcuts reach, the aspect code is weaved into there. Although AOP seems 
promising to avoid code scattering and tangling issues but correctness can not be 
guaranteed. AOP has conceptual differences which are more demanding than all the 
existing ones. Formal verification is a highly reliable solution to ensure the 
correctness of the software. We just need to use it in a productive manner. 

This paper presents a novel framework for formal verification of AOP. The 
proposed approach autonomously tackles aspects and classes for formal 
specifications, and filters their formal specifications to form a fused formal 
specification of the complete AOP before actual weaving process and preserving 
execution order.  On the other hand, the byte code1 of augmented system is 
decompiled to obtain formulated (by weaver) classes, which is then transformed into 
the formal specifications by using derived classes. These formal specifications of 
derived classes are then verified against the formerly weaved formal specifications of 
classes and aspects. Although aspects are not realized as stand alone entity (except for 
their usability), hence their filtration is mandatory to visualize static definition of 
AOP. For this, we believe that the stand alone specifications of aspects and classes 
should be integrated into a single filtered specification, where all the constructs of the 
aspects are integrated with the classes. Groundwork for tool architecture depicts the 
automation process of the framework. Our contributions towards verification of AO 
programs are as follows: (i) a framework for static formal definition of classes & 
aspects, and how their conformance can be analyzed against weaved artifacts, (ii) 
identification of changes made by aspects into the core concerns, (iii) analysis of 
aspects with respect to their earlier specified behavior. (iv) a way of integrating 
formal specifications of aspects and classes, (v) introducing some new notations and 
constructs to elaborate AOP behavior, (vi) in the end, a way to cope with verification 
of static definition of the system against weaved system, and a possible tool support. 

The proposed framework uses the theorem proving strategy to deal with 
verification of AO programs in a robust way; for instance, we have HOL-Z [24] 
implementation for Z schemas, consequently we may adopt it to verify the AOP. 
Several other solutions exist on the subject of de-compilation of the byte code [26], 
[27].Theorem proving techniques, for example [25], [29], [30], are powerful enough 
to deal with the verification issues. Regarding the automation of Z schemas, until 
now, a number of issues have been identified and as a result, robust notations and 
constructs exist for the mentioned problems [24], [30], [28]. 
                                                        
1We are assuming a JAVA based system. 



 

We have put forward some research challenges regarding our approach as this is a 
major undertaking, and before these tasks to carry out, a reasonable confidence is 
essential for accomplishing the absolute framework stages until it gets recognition. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work, 
section 3 presents our approach for verification of AO programs along with an 
illustrative example, section 4 discusses possible tool support, while section 5 
describes future directions and concludes the paper. 

2  Related Work 

Mousavi et al. [6] discusses the main characteristics of an aspect-oriented formal 
specification framework, which is based on a multiset transformation language called 
GAMMA. Their work intends to facilitate the specification-driven design, enabling 
formal validation, and design reuse at the requirement specification level. They 
provide a formal design of a small number of aspects, mainly related to distributed 
real-time systems. These aspects are kept separate and abstract from each other Hence 
a formal foundation of Aspect-Oriented specification and refinement towards 
implementation is laid. 

Larsson and Alexandersson [5] discuss the formal verification of aspects that are 
written for fault tolerance. However, their work does not provide any concrete 
example to demonstrate their technique, and hence lacks in this perspective. In case of 
Aspect-Oriented programs, intricate part of verification is inclusion of aspects to core 
concerns. Generally in static verification, we analyze whether program satisfies the 
requirements specification. Formal methods can be excellent incentive to diagnose 
augmented system, as harmful aspects are always there. Weston et al. [8] talks about 
the modular verification of the aspects (as they are weaved with core concerns) using 
aspect tagging and data flow analysis of Control Flow Graphs (CFG).  

Katz [4] presents a comprehensive survey of static analysis techniques of aspects 
and their verification approaches. Sakurail et al. [12] realization is possible of any 
aspect instance as the context of an advice execution as their interactions affects the 
system, while modifications are not apparent, and easily detectable. The composition, 
reuse, and interaction of stateful aspects necessitate the need of new testing 
techniques [10].  

Storzer [13] reveals the issue that whether any aspect works as intended or not. 
Their work analyzes the impact of such aspects. By trace analysis, the behavior of 
program flow is determined. Some of the limitations of formal methods i.e., 
verification is costly [13], and verification implementation is restricted to some 
situations. Ubayashi [3] illustrates verification of aspects using model checking to see 
unexpected behavior of the system, such as deadlocks. Constructs of aspect-oriented 
programs, e.g., pointcuts, join points, advices, and introduction, are dynamic in 
nature, which enforce us to specify their behaviors.  

Okun and Black [14] present model checking as a “light-weight” formal method to 
check the truth (or falsity) of statements. Their observations stress that more robust 
techniques are required to show the propagation of faults in the output. Denaro et al. 
[2] describes the suitability of aspect code for application of formal verification 



 

techniques. In their approach, they initially select some general properties, which are 
relevant to a concern of aspect-oriented software, e.g. deadlock [3], [2], and then any 
formal method (for instance model checking) is selected for formal verification. The 
selection of formal method is done considering its suitability for the selected 
properties. Then the aspect, which is encapsulating the relevant code, is identified (for 
example, aspect coding the synchronization policy). It applies any formal technique 
after derivation of verification model. As per required, specification of the selected 
properties is exercised with proper formalism. In the end, their method report on the 
success of the verification or analyze the provided counter examples, e.g., invalid 
execution leading to deadlocks. Static analysis is usually manual or automated, but 
industry practitioners like Hailpern and Santhanam [7], describe that formal 
verification is used routinely by only small pockets of the industrial software 
community, particularly in the areas of protocol verification and embedded systems. 
Solutions to small chunks of problems are focused [1], [12], [10], [13], [3], [9], [20]. 
Therefore we need to develop a rigorous and automated solution for large scale 
problems to cope with new imposed challenges of AO programs.  

Diversity of work also exists in de-compilation [26], [27], theorem provers [29], 
[25], Z-Schemas automation issues and writing formal specifications from the source 
code [31], [32]. 

3   The Proposed Framework  

Our proposed approach is presented in Figure 1. Primarily core concerns and aspects 
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 Fig. 1. Framework for verification of AO programs. 



 

 
(crosscutting concerns) are specified using formal constructs (i.e., Object-Z for 
classes and our own notations for aspects). Then the separate formal specifications are 
combined to result in one filtered specification of the overall AO program. There are 
two main reasons behind filtration of these specifications. Firstly, by filtering formal 
specifications of aspects and classes together, we may be able to identify the 
contradictions and ambiguities in core and crosscutting concerns. Secondly, we can 
use them to verify against the formal specifications of the actual weaved code. Our 
proposed framework is divided into three main subsections which are (i) formal 
Specifications of aspects and objects and then filtration of these formal specifications 
(ii) construction of formal specifications through available byte code by de-
compilation (which will be presented later) (iii) A verifier, which identifies conflicts 
(according to purported proves of the aspects and required services of the objects) 
between (i) and (ii). We employ Object-Z [16] constructs to write formal 
specifications of classes, and our own notations. Aspects are specialized in constructs, 
e.g., pointcuts, join points, advices, introduction etc., to facilitate description of 
crosscutting features, and are formally specified to describe semantics of aspects. 
Perhaps when the number of classes and aspects grow, the strategy will help to 
determine the interdependencies among the (i) aspects itself and (ii) in case of 
weaving them with the classes. Their conflict resolution can also become less 
problematic as it will also allow reasoning before compilation. We take an example of 
an AO program where we want to log the activities in a Stack class. Our example 
manifests the one part of the framework i.e., formal specification of aspect and class 
as well as the filtered specification of both. The following subsections illustrate the 
approach. 

3.1   Formal Specifications of Core Concerns using Object-Z 

A rich set of constructs for formal specification of OO systems can be found in 
Object-Z. We use Object-Z to write formal specifications of our core concern. Figure 
4 reflect a state schema for the Stack class in Object-Z. Stack class has number of 
methods which are specified in the given schema, figure 2. Hence we complete first 
step to the formal verification of AO program i.e., the specification of the core 
concern which is stack implementation is this. Stack schema uses the constructs of 
Object-Z to write formal specification of the classes. Figure 2 states the specification 
of the required methods which need to be there in implementation. Object-Z is a very 
practical solution towards writing classes. In fact the problem lies in specification of 
the aspects which are never specified before so additionally, we believe that the 
formal definition of aspects is necessary for analyzing their behavior. It is mandatory 
to specify the behavior of aspects.  The following section 3.2 elaborates the 
specification of an aspect. 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

3.2   Formal Specification of Aspects 

Formal specification of stand alone aspect is feasible to understand and adopt. An 
aspect is formally specified using our own abstract model introduction of some new 
constructs and notations, whilst there doesn’t exist significant work on formal 
languages for AOP except one, Aspect-Z [19]. However, Aspect-Z doesn’t contain 

Fig. 2. Formal Specification of Stack class 

Stack �
 size, INIT, Push, Pop 
 | max : N 

items: seq Item 
size: N 

INIT 

items = < > 
size= 0 

Push 

∆ (items, size) 
item?: Item  

#items< max 
items ' = items ^ <items?> 
size' = size+1 

Pop 

∆ (items, size) 
item !: item 

items=items' ^  <item!> 
size' = size-1 

#items 
<=max 



 

rich notations and constructs. The formal specification of aspect is written by 
employing our methodology using some ad hoc notations in figure 3. Besides it, we 
want to ensure that the execution order of aspect with base classes must be preserved. 
Therefore framework also deals with the requirement of step-wise definition of the 
constructs, which have been defined in any aspect, are also preserved.  

To avoid from unnecessary details the same syntax of Object-Z is maintained. The 
visibility list in aspect specification contains all the constructs definitions which may 
be used for some core concerns. While we define the advices as type and their 
instantiation is possible. Pointcut is an abstract point and we specify it by describing 
the target for pointcut while the methods which are changed, present their. The 
definitions of advices are written for specification, autonomously. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the above aspect schema, figure 3, we represent any aspect by relating it to the 

class schema which affect from it as this is defined in pointcut public methods. In our 
example, we have one class (Stack) and a aspect (AutoLog), and there exist a pointcut 

AutoLog �
 pointcut, beforeAdvice, afterAdvice 

ba : beforeAdvice 
aa : afterAdvice 

Pointcut_publicMethods 

∆ publicmethods (Stack) 
Push ' =Push 
Pop '  = Pop 

  ∆ publicmethods (Stack) 
  ba!:Push ' =Push (₪) 
  aa!: Pop '  = Pop (₪) 

Before_Advice 

   ∆ publicmethods (Stack) 
   ba!:Push ' =Push 
   aa!: Pop '  = Pop 

After_Advice 

Fig. 3. Formal specification of AutoLog aspect 



 

which is mapped to the public methods of the classes. A pointcut relates to different 
join points, so we define them in the context of pointcut with an operator (₪) called 
join point operator. Another major construct is advices; we treat them as relating to 
some pointcut in the base class so all the advices are specified one by one. The 
constructs used here are the same as Object-Z, further syntax and constructs can be 
found in [16]. 

3.3 AOP - Filtered Specifications 

Static definition of classes helps us to define the behavior of a core concern. 
Object-Z is a standard formal language to specify OO systems, whilst it lacks some 
constructs or notations to fulfill our requirements for AOP. Its failure scenarios; for 
example if we need to specify time constraints for real time systems, Object-Z doesn’t 
allow. Along with this, it is also impossible to specify concurrent application using Z-
language or Object-Z. RTOZ [28] is one of the extension to the Object-Z language 
which inherits its class schema style and introduces filter specifications for Real-Time 
systems. Same trouble goes with AO programs where there doesn’t exist any 
acceptable solution for AO programs specification.  

 

timemap = { ba: c→ t , aa: c '→ t+δt } 

timemap = { ba: c→ t, c '→ aa: t+δt }  

Stack_Filter

INIT 

items = < > 
Size= 0 
t: RealTime 

  Push 

c, c ' ∈ Push 
ba, aa ∈ AutoLog 
t: RealTime 
δt  : Time 

 Pop 

c, c ' ∈ Pop 
ba, aa ∈ AutoLog 
t: RealTime 
δt : Time 
 

timemap= {size → t}  

Fig. 4. Filtered specification approach to AO programs. 



 

Hence we use the notion of filtered specification for AOP. C & C′ are pre and 
postconditions consecutively. The two constructs, before and after advice are 
introduced to show their relation with the base class while crucial-ness lies in the 
weaving of advices with the pre and postconditions. Through filtration we preserve 
the execution sequence and also map the advices to the methods. The constructs are 
easy to comprehend and practice. We are further investigating filtered specifications 
to use, which has a most significant advantage in the form minimum constructs’ 
addition to existing Object-Z. Formalists don’t need to go under an intensive practice 
but just some new notations along with matured Object-Z schema works. We 
introduce preconditions and postconditions format to weave formal specifications 
Figure. 4. presents the approach in pre and post conditions which reflects a viable 
solution, however, there are some issues which still need to be resolved during static 
weaving, specially the problem of around advice. All the methods which reside in 
Stack class schema are enhanced with the advices of an aspect in a filtered model. 
Then we use the INIT construct to initialize the relevant classes and aspects. Methods 
lie in form of pre- and post-conditions while preserving their own pre- and post-
conditions. We can also write separate state schema for each method in the class, but 
we don’t  follow this methodology in our proposed approach 

3.4 Generalizing Formal Specification Constructs 

The given example covers only one scenario where we have a single class and an 
aspect. In real-world systems, this would not be the case. In this section, we are 
generalizing our approach by providing some basic formal notations for the constructs 
like pointcut, join point, and advice. 

 A logical representation of our system would be defined as: 
• Advice: Pointcut X JoinPoint 
• Let ‘PC’ be a pointcut, then Q would be the set of pointcuts defined in an 

aspect: 
[Pointcut] 
[JoinPoint] 
PC: Pointcut 
Q={PC1, PC2, ….PCn} 
Q: P P 

• PC: P Join Point 
• A pointcut ‘PC’ can have one or more joint points associated with it, and 

is defined as: 
 PC={JP1, JP2,….,JPn} or we may have 

• PC={JPi} where i=1 to n, Hence we can formulate an expression  for 
advices as follows: 
 ∑ (I  to  n)  JP € PCj | there exists adv k  where j=1 to n and k={before,   
around, after} 

• For integration of the specifications, Before/ After advices with the class 
schema’s preconditions/ postconditions are written as follows: 



 

• timemap = { ba: c→ t , aa: c '→ t+δt }, where using the filters notion the 
advices are specified to maintain their execution sequence.  

• The join point operator (₪) is used to specify join points as these are 
known as principled or specialized points 

One or more aspects are weaved to a class where we need to cater multiple 
postconditions/ preconditions, there may occur a condition where the contradiction 
among the advices is possible, especially in case of around advice, as previously 
discussed. We are currently working on its compositional complexity. 

 

3.5 Implementation  

We consider an example [20] to illustrate our proposed approach. A class “Stack” 
is implemented in Java, and the AutoLog aspect is written in an AO language, called 
AspectJ.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Class reveals Stack operations while in the aspect code; a pointcut is defined along 

with advices (before & after). Aspect code is weaved into Stack class. The 
implementations given in Figure 5, 6 are based on formal specification of AOP and 
we may use their compiled code (by a weaver) for reverse engineering to accomplish 
a comprehensive case study for this framework.  

3.5 Formal Specification of the Augmented System 

We are always more concerned with the aspectual behavior. In case of our 
approach, as a second step, we adopt a de-compilation approach for writing formal 
specification of the compiled code, to accomplish our framework methodology. We 
need to check that whether the system’s behavior is relating to the initial formal 
specifications, and if not, then what sorts of changes are made to the implemented 

Fig. 5. Implemented Stack Class. 

public class Stack { 
 private int size; 
 public Stack ( ) { 
 size=0; } 

public void additem  
(Item item) { 

 //unimplemented condition 
 items.add(item); 
 } 

public void removeItem 
 ( Item item) { 

 //unimplemented condition 
 items.remove(item); 
 } 
 public Boolean empty ( ) { 
 return  size = = 0; 
 } 
 public Boolean full ( ) { 
  return size==maxSize; 
 } 
} 

          Fig. 6. The AutoLog Aspect . 
 

public aspect AutoLog { 
pointcut publicMethods ( ); 

execution (public * 
*..*(Item)) && target(Stack); 

Before ( ): publicMethods ( ) 
{ 

System.out. println(“Enter “ 
+thisJoinPoint .getSignature ( 
).toString ( ) ); } 

after ( ) ; publicMethods ( ) 
{ 

System.out.println (“Exit “ +  
thisJoinPoint.getSignature ( ) 

.toString ( ) ); 
 }  



 

core concerns. Through formal specification of the de-compiled classes, we can verify 
our primary formal definition of the system. We have following verification purposes; 
usually a verification technique must tackle: these are specific to the core concerns, 
for instance, types of changes made to the use of the variables, whether the data 
members of any class are consistent what it was primarily formally specified and 
specifically the methods are called with the right member and proper types of 
arguments. Along with this we need to see that initially type descriptors are consistent 
with the preliminary definitions and constructs and classes with respect to methods, 
variables, constants etc., exist in weaved code or not.  

The aforementioned issues are due to the invasive aspect changes made to the 
system, our approach also handles them. Aspect specific faults [21] i.e., incorrect 
strength in pointcut patterns like, incorrect aspect precedence, failure to establish 
expected postconditions, failure to preserve state invariants, incorrect focus of control 
flow, incorrect changes in control dependencies can also be determined by the use of 
our formal verification mechanism as we may get all the possibilities of aspects while 
weaving to the classes. Adding to these we may have some other faults i.e., faults in 
control flow changes, inter-type declarations, polymorphic calls, specific issues to 
join points, any undesirable feature interaction between object, and the aspect, so 
there may arise situations where the behavior is completely unobservable, what we 
observe. Even one of the major concerns should be to face the challenge of 
incompatibilities among aspects and classes. Our framework enables to check these 
inconsistencies from classes and aspects which we have for weaving. Our proposed 
formal verifications facilitates to find out maximal faults detection residing in an AO 
program. Firstly formally specified integrated model of classes and aspects eventually 
becomes a verification criteria, therefore the weaved system satisfies it or may 
become a source for us to detect changes which are indeed helpful to evaluate the 
aspects against the expected behavior.   

4. Possible Automation  

Figure. 7 illustrate the procedure for automation of our framework. As a 
fundamental part of our framework, a tool for automation can complement it and 
possibly more robust to analyze of AO software. We are currently working on a 
prototypic tool for the initial evaluation of our approach, and will present it in later 
versions of this paper.  Fig. 7 illustrates the block diagram and main working of the 
tool for the proposed framework. The java byte code is decompiled and then HOL 
representation is generated using a transformation parser. The compiled aspects and 
classes specifications are also transformed to HOL format. A verifier then compares 
both representation for dissimilar constructs and ambiguities, if any. Commonalities 
reflect that aspects are ensuring required behavior while differences illustrates that 
some of the required behavior couldn’t  be achieved, are extra, or is changed. Hence 
we may able to find out the problems in either aspects or classes. Theorem provers 
[22], [23] provide support for algebraic proofs of model properties. Examples include 
ACL2, Alloy, eCHECK (Prover Technologies), KIV, PVS (SRI Inc.), TRIO-Matic, 
VSE II. 
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5. Conclusion & Future Directions 

The paper presented a novel approach to formally specify and verify AO programs. 
First, we formally specify base classes and aspects individually. After this, the 
integrated model of formal specification (class & aspect) is achieved. The byte code is 
then reverse engineered into intermediate representation to formulate new classes. 
Ultimately formal specifications for these classes are written. In the end both the 
specifications i.e., static definition and formal specifications of intermediate 
representation are analyzed against each other. A possible tool support illustrates the 
ease of automation, as we may use theorem proving environment. Our approach also 
enables us to formally reason about the required services acquired by the classes 
against the services provided by the aspects. We observe that formal methods with 
rich syntax and constructs are required to deal with complex behaviors of AO 
systems. 

The novelty lies in the framework as it is using a best possible combination of 
widely known Object-Z language, filtered specifications notion, writing formal 
specifications from the requirements and finally comparison methodology along with 
the possible automation. Relatively the given approach provides a generic solution as 
far as the AO software is concerned in the form of whole system specifications.  

In our future work, we are focusing to present thorough approach with a case study 
and prototype tool support.. We are eventually more concerned with internal data 
structure of the classes, in what circumstances that is endangered, and how it can be 
analyzed effectively. In addition to this, we are working on a formal method with rich 
constructs, to address the problem of formal specifications of AO programs. 
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